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Can “Superman” save us from
an economic recession?
Look! Up in the sky! It’s a bird! It’s a plane!
No! It’s Inflation!
With rising interest rates, pain at the pump,
supply-chain problems and the Ukraine War,
can Superman come to the rescue?
Superman may indeed be faster than interestrate hikes, more powerful than trucks short
on fuel, and able to leap broken
supply chains in a single bound.
But unfortunately, Superman’s
rescue efforts could be stopped by
the Fed’s Kryptonite policies.

Markets have recently
been under pressure as
investors react to fast-rising
prices. If inflation proves
not to be transitory, the
Fed might further expand
its Kryptonite policies,
restricting
economic
growth prospects and
Superman’s ability to help.

It’s true the Fed’s pace of raising
interest rates is moderate, but
the Fed could nonetheless
inadvertently create Kryptonite
from the combination of excessive
rate hikes, aggressively removing
market liquidity and providing funds
for additional government stimulus
programs.
At this point, that seems unnecessary. The
economy does not appear overheated,
consumer spending remains strong and
corporate earnings are generally meeting
or exceeding expectations. Inflation does
need taming, but we believe the Fed can do
so without using too much Kryptonite. In
that case, we could see enhanced economic
growth, freeing Superman from his fortress
of solitude.

That reminds me of a

Since we don’t know how Fed policies will
impact economic growth, what should
investors do? Up until recently, the stock
market itself has acted like Superman,
climbing to new highs and appearing to
be possessed with superpowers. Although
economic growth was interrupted by
the recent pandemic, most companies
continued to report solid
earnings growth and
prospects.

In fact, Superman may
actually be most helpful as his reporter
alter ego, Clark Kent—by warning the Fed
about implementing aggressive Kryptonite
policies.
While we cannot predict when a market will
bottom, we do know that market corrections
have historically been “Super” opportunities
to purchase quality stocks at discounted
values.

story...

A poor boy selling goods door-to-door to pay his way through
school was ready to give up and quit. But at the next house, a
lovely young woman opened the door, smiled, and asked how she
could help. She noticed the boy looked hungry and thirsty and offered
him a large glass of milk and some cookies.
“How much do I owe you?” the boy asked. “Nothing,” she replied. “My parents taught me
never to accept pay for kindness.” The boy felt invigorated and thanked her.
Many years later, that woman became critically ill, and a specialist was called in to study her
rare disease. The specialist recognized her, becoming determined to do everything he could to
save her life. After a long battle, she recovered, and the specialist requested that the final bill
be approved by him. He wrote a note on the bill and sent it to her room.
She feared opening it, for she was sure it would take the rest of her life to pay. Upon opening
the bill, she read the following note: “Paid in full with a glass of milk and cookies.”
Moral of story: Kindness is a gift never forgotten.

Successful entrepreneur

Bob Evans
B o b
Evans
was born
in May
1918 in
Sugar
Ridge,
Ohio.
He applied his love for hosting
friends and visitors—and of delicious
sausages—to building the chain of
restaurants that carry his name. Early
on, Bob and his wife lived on a farm
that was also a stagecoach stop and
inn. Later, he worked for a familyowned meat packing company.
Then, in 1948, Bob opened a 12-stool,
24-hour diner to feed hungry truckers.
He got into the sausage business after
struggling to find a quality product
for his customers. He decided to use
his own hogs for premium pork cuts.
For flavor, he used his wife’s special
seasoning recipe. The sausages were
delicious, prompting truckers to say,
“These are the best sausages I’ve
ever had.” Bob began selling sausages
to local stores in addition to the diner.
In 1953, he opened the first “Bob
Evans Farm” restaurant, which
became synonymous with sausages
and
country-style
restaurants.
Customers liked the idea of buying
food directly from the farm, which led
to the famous “Down on the Farm”
commercials. By 2004, the company
had more than 500 restaurants,
primarily in the Midwest and midAtlantic regions of the U.S.
Bob believed in treating strangers
like friends and friends like family. His
motto was, “Everyone is somebody
at Bob Evans.” When asked about
his business philosophy, his advice
was, “Find something you really like
to do, and you’ll never work a day in
your life.”

Investment lessons

laugh studio

What’s the “ONE THING” that may
matter most when investing?

What do pirates pay for corn?

Either way, accepting losses quickly is one
of the most important factors to
preserve capital. It is a great mistake to
think that what goes down will eventually come back.

It is best seen in a stock chart, which
shows the daily price changes over various time periods. As a guideline, think of
price movement—especially relative to
moving price averages—as an alarm bell.

As Curly would say, the “one thing” that
may matter most when investing is to
“figure out” when to sell a stock… and be
disciplined about it!

What do people buy to eat but
never eat?

What goes up when the rain
comes down?
Umbrella!

One of the best indicators to help determine when to sell is price movement.
PRICE MOVEMENT REFLECTS CHANGING
EXPECTATIONS!

What is Superman’s
favorite candy?

A Spoon!

We believe a selling discipline should be
unbiased, unemotional and unfettered.
It can be based on technical factors,
such as price movement. Or, it can be a
mechanical response to performance,
in which you realize profits or cut losses
at predetermined price points.

Clark Bars!

Similarly, when investing, there is one
factor that may matter most in creating a
successful investment strategy. It is not
about stock picking, extensive research or
following analyst recommendations. In
fact, it is a factor that you have complete
control over: when to sell a security.

What kind of music is scary for
balloons?
Pop Music!

For example, when a stock’s 10-day
moving average falls below its 50-day
moving average, that might be a “sell.”
Historically, price movement has been a
good, although not perfect, indicator of
when to sell a stock.

A buck an ear!

In the movie “City Slickers,” Curly, the
hard-core cowboy, turns to Mitch (played
by Billy Crystal), raises one finger and says,
“Only one thing matters in life.” Mitch asks,
“What’s the one thing?” Curly responds,
“That’s what you gotta figure out.”

KIDS: If you have a joke you’d like

to share, please send it to
info@monetta.com. If we use your
joke, we’ll send you a special prize!

Y UNG investors
Name the character that loves these foods.

Unscramble the circled letters to complete the hidden message.

Email the phrase to info@monetta.com or
submit it online at www.kidsnewsletters.com
and be entered in a drawing to win a $10
Target Gift Card! (Entries must be received by
September 1, 2022).
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Hidden message:
Opinions expressed are subject to change at any time, are not guaranteed and should not be considered investment advice. All logos are trademarks of their respective owners.

